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Financial Services Deplatforming Hurts Aid, Peacebuilding
Increasingly, financial service companies and online payment platforms are bowing to pressure
from outside groups to “deplatform” or cancel the accounts of nonprofit organizations (NPOs) and
human rights defenders working in global hot spots. This affects humanitarian aid, peacebuilding,
development and human rights programs. Organizations with a self-professed political agenda are
manufacturing and using disinformation to pressure financial service companies and payment
platforms to end their relationships with these NPOs. Ostensibly, these ideologically motivated
groups claim their actions are aimed at strengthening security, but they are in fact contributing to
insecurity by impeding the NPOs’ legitimate work.
In an example of this troubling trend, organizations that are hostile to Palestinian rights are
manufacturing and using disinformation to pressure financial service companies and payment
platforms to end their relationships with NPOs working in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (OPT),
or with Palestinians, in an effort to disrupt the NPOs’ assistance efforts. They seek to put political
pressure on Palestinians by denying them basic assistance. Many openly boast of their antiPalestinian rights agenda.
These groups erroneously tell the platforms that the NPO is associated with, working with or
funding a listed terrorist group, and raise the spectre, usually in forceful yet unsubstantiated terms,
that keeping these accounts open puts the company at legal risk. Because the disinformation used
in these deplatforming campaigns alleges ties to organizations that might be involved in furthering
or supporting terrorist acts, the online platforms are understandably concerned about prosecution
for material support, sanctions violations and/or reputational damage. However, targeted NPOs are
generally legitimate organizations recognized by regulatory authorities that, unlike white
supremacy groups that promote violence, provide essential services and at times engage in
constitutionally protected speech. These deplatforming campaigns are exploiting legitimate
concerns about accountability and legality, and the platforms are being used as a tool for a political
agenda.
These attacks are part of a broader coordinated campaign that includes the publication of false,
slanderous or misleading information; targeted lobbying and proposed legislation; delegitimization;
and baseless legal actions. These tactics, targeted at groups with which they disagree, aim to
delegitimize and silence lawful, legitimate and often lifesaving nonprofit work. Disinformation
about NPOs that work in conflict zones, with politically marginalized communities, or that speak out
against human rights abuses is nothing new, as seen on websites, blogs and social media platforms.1
Groups spreading this disinformation have now taken their messages to the financial services
industry.
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Unfortunately, the lack of clear, transparent policies at financial service firms means that all of their
clients are vulnerable to politically motivated campaigns. Decisions to deplatform may be made on
an ad hoc basis, and the NPOs that lose their accounts have no means by which to set the record
straight. Companies should take steps to prevent their platforms from being abused by politically
motivated agendas.

Harmful Impacts
The inability to collect and process online donations can have devastating consequences for NPOs’
ability to provide vital services to the world’s most vulnerable populations. In the banking sector,
examples have come to light of lifesaving assistance stymied as a result of charities’ inability to
transfer funds to foreign countries, including humanitarian disasters in Syria, Somalia and other
conflict areas. This constitutes a serious and systemic challenge for the continued delivery of vital
humanitarian and development assistance – part of core human values.
Payment platforms are extremely centralized. Because payment service providers like MasterCard
and Visa are so large and bind smaller entities like PayPal, Stripe, and many of the Bitcoin payment
services, they are able to act as gatekeepers.2 So while many argue that consumers can choose
which companies to do patronize and the companies can choose their customers, that does not
hold true with payment providers. Although these companies operate as private enterprises, they
have essentially taken on the role of government censor. When an NPO is the customer, there is an
outsize impact.

Robust Regulation and Due Diligence of NPOs
There has for some time been a perception in the financial services community that NPOs are easy
conduits for terrorist financing. This is based on outdated thinking that has since been debunked by
multilateral standard-setting bodies as well as the U.S. Treasury.3 The high level of transparency,
regulatory oversight and good governance of U.S. NPOs in particular has made it extremely difficult
for terrorist financiers to use legitimate NPOs as a source of funding.
NPOs are subject to a variety of reporting and public disclosure requirements. In the U.S., for
example, federal regulation requires compliance with extensive requirements to ensure activities
and spending are exclusively for tax-exempt (charitable) purposes. State charity regulators oversee
incorporation and governance of nonprofits, and, along with many municipalities, regulate
fundraising to prevent fraud. Furthermore, NPOs undertake voluntary audits and participate in
good governance programs. NPOs that work in global hot spots where aid is desperately needed
take the threat of diversion of assets to terrorism very seriously. Because of their extensive field
experience, they know first-hand the dangers of working in proximity to terrorist-listed armed
groups. In addition to protecting against physical attacks, NPOs also employ extensive due diligence
procedures to ensure that their financial resources are used solely for charitable purposes.
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In the rare cases where terrorist financing is tied to charities, it is usually terrorist fronts, or sham
charities, created by criminals and terrorists, that are involved.4 Because the main line of defense
against these types of groups is government oversight and regulation, it is relatively easy for
financial service providers to distinguish sham from legitimate charities.5

Customer Rights and Remedies
Because there is no comprehensive federal or state consumer protection law regulating non-banks,
such as PayPal,6 Stripe and others, the rules are dictated by the online financial services providers
themselves, in their Terms of Service (TOS). These generally provide the provider with the right of
termination at any time for any reason.7 Similarly, crowdsourcing platforms not only include these
types of termination clauses, but also incorporate the TOS of the payment processors with whom
they work.8 Some companies may cite their TOS when choosing not to do business with
“problematic” clients at the outset (rather than deplatforming them later).
These TOS are far from robust in terms of clarity or customer protection. Payment processor Stripe
has a Restricted Businesses policy that prohibits, among other things, any business or organization
that “engages in, encourages, promotes or celebrates unlawful violence or physical harm to persons
or property.”9 These policies can be easily exploited by those with political agendas peddling false
information about NPOs.
Additionally, there is no recourse for a NPO client that has been deplatformed due to a politically
motivated disinformation campaign, and there is no transparency around how platforms’ decide
which clients to drop. As the changetheterms.org campaign notes, “Most tech companies are
committed to providing a safe and welcoming space for all users, even if they have so far failed to
follow through on that commitment. But when tech companies try to regulate content arbitrarily,
without civil rights expertise, or without sufficient resources, they can exacerbate the problem.”10
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Recommendations for Financial Platforms and other Service Providers11
In the absence of regulations governing online payment platforms, there is a need to establish
transparency and consistency around how companies decide to deplatform, as well as a fair and
open process to appeal decisions. Some recommendations follow:
1. Establish cooperation between the platforms and NPO advocacy or umbrella groups that
represent charities that have been targeted by politically motivated disinformation
campaigns.
2. Educate platforms on disinformation and defamation. Develop clear, objective criteria to
identify groups using disinformation so that financial service providers do not fall prey to
these campaigns.
3. Create a board, committee or team made up of persons with demonstrated expertise on
matters pertaining to the company’s terms of service (hate, free speech, disinformation,
extremism, etc.) to establish policies and procedures for accepting and terminating clients,
as well as to adjudicate appeals.
4. Create a fair and open right to appeal any material impairment, suspension, or termination
of service. This should include the statement of a reason for the denial of service at the time
of denial, with a clear explanation of the specific activities that led to the denial.
5. Provide a neutral decisionmaker with sufficient expertise in the matters pertaining to the
denial to adjudicate the appeal.
6. Periodically test the company’s policies and procedures to ensure that they are not biased
against any persons or groups.

Conclusion
Financial services companies are bowing to pressure from groups with self-professed political
agendas to cancel the accounts of humanitarian, development, peacebuilding and human rights
groups working in global hot spots. While these groups claim that their efforts strengthen security
or combat discrimination, they are actually creating and using disinformation to delegitimize and
disrupt NPOs’ legitimate and legal work to further their ideological strategy. Financial service
providers should not allow their platforms to bolster and do the work for these interests. In falling
prey to these organizations, they are impeding the work of groups aligned with core human values.
Transparent corporate terms of service that are formulated in consultation with persons who have
demonstrated expertise on matters pertaining to the company’s terms of service; clear, objective
criteria; and a fair and open right to appeal will best serve the interests of both the financial service
companies and their customers.
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